
PLAY WORKSHOP
Activities  // Range of Experiences
On October 22th 2012, Maziar Raein and I gave a workshop on Play to Norges 
Musikkhøgskole in Oslo. The objective was to show the students how play can
help you think in a different way and use this mindset to have a bigger overview 
of their course. A group of students from different fields of music (classic, jazz, 
composers, pianists, violinists, etc.) formed teams to engage in the different acti-
vities or “games” displayed below. Each activity had different qualities, that resul-
ted in this range of experiences; from a more function-based object (user-product
interaction)at one end of the spectrum, to a more performative experience (arts),
on the other. 

 Arts
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*based on a Table of Summary of a framework of user experience as it relates to
the design of interactive systems in Understanding Experience in Interactive Systems 
by Jodi Forlizzi and Katja Batterbee, 2004. 
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experience

99 red balloons

Principle: narrative

Interaction design element: performance

Stragegy/brief: Create a performance with
a start, conflict, climax and end. You must
use elements that we use as musicians, 
like passion or fear. 

Props: red balloons

Outcome: they created a performance, but
didn’t talk for some reason (self-constraint).
Each found a balloon in their pockets and
inflated it. One guy didn’t fnd his, and was
looking around for it. He was excluded by
the others. He got frustrated. Then, they 
all helped him find his balloon; it was in his
chest pocket all along. 

jack-in-a-box

Principle: surprise

Interaction design element: customization,
experience design, VR/AR.

Stragegy/brief: Give someone a present.
Make them laugh.

Props: cardboard tiara, colorful zig-zag 
strips, 2 triangles.

Outcome: The gift is a make-over (experience)
beauty-queen style. They took a passer-by 
(Maz) and dressed him up as a princess: put
on the tiara, made a bikini top out of the 
triangles and a skirt out of the zig-zag strips.

tempo

Principle: rhythm

Interaction design element: system.

Stragegy/brief: One person throws the dice 
to indicate the speed (tempo) the other will
step on the white squares (tiles). A third one
claps/chants the tempo. They could throw 
the dice again and the one stepping should
adapt to the new beat.

Props: dice, sound/voice, white paper (tiles).

Outcome: They followed the instructions, 
was fun to watch. Participants were flexible
enough to step on far-out tiles: reachable
challenge. The tempo was unpredictable
so it added a surprise elemenet to it. They 
made use of the space and seemed fun to
do as to watch.

fire-pole

Principle: danger, adaptability to context
and constraints

Interaction design element: touch, haptics,
obstacles, challenge.

Stragegy/brief: Slide under the pole. Can’t
touch it since it’s on fire. Must use all props.

Props: paper fan, cardboard ring, pole with
handle and stick on fire (red).

Outcome: They used the fan as a lamp-screen
and covered the head with it (making a
constraint for themselves!) and inserted 
the ring to the pole to have “access”. Then
they slid or limbo-danced under the pole.
Resembled a trust, team-building activity
since the other player indicated where was
hot or not. At times got frustrated because
of the uncertainty of not being able to see.

score

Principle: gaming, Pong.

Interaction design element: gaming, 1 input
2 player game.

Stragegy/brief: Pass the ball from player to
player. Use only your head to do so. Use
all the props.

Props: ball, two T-shaped paddles (one red,
one black).

Outcome: using their whole body, and a 
table lying around they made head passes
and used the paddles as goal-lines. Another
team tied up the T-paddles to their heads,
(unicorn) and then, used their head to pass
the ball through their score line (made by
pens). They played it and had fun. Group
B took and improved (iteration) what group
A did. Turned out to be a goal-oriented
game. They adapted the props to follow the
stragegy (innovation).

wish

Principle: to grasp, golden moment.

Interaction design element: capture, touch.

Stragegy/brief: catch a star and make a
wish. You can’t use your hands.

Props: star with threads as tail, a pole with 
a hoop at the end.

Outcome: turned out to be a throw-catch
game. They needed a “cup” to catch the 
star, so made their own prop (DIY) and 
attached the cup to their legs (no hands). 
One participant threw the star, and the
other tried catching it with the cup on his
leg. Hit-or-miss type of activity, target
driven and needed concentration which 
proved difficult to do. 

ultimate-utility

tool
Principle: multi-purpose tool, enhance,
augment (swiss-army knife).

Interaction design element: product-design,
enhance, gadget.

Stragegy/brief: create a tool using all the
props. They must be attached throughout
the whole body.

Props: aluminum hoop, brush-like strips
of paper, an L shaped document-file, card-
board rectangle.

Outcome: They came up with IN-credible! 
An ultimate utility tool for a pianist (iden-
tification with the product as extension
of self) They used the filer as a mini-piano
attached to the hip. It could play any tune
in the world. The aluminum ring was a
necklace, that allowed you to speak any
language in the world (a communications
enhancer in music and language, no limits
to have empathy?).

I want to work here

Why: because play doesn’t necessarily have to be a game (goal/score).
I’m not interested in an experience that has a wrong-right, hit-miss.
Play as a mindset that is pure present shifts from the end of user
product towards more expressive/performative. I still want it to be
a co-experience (participants) and not at the art end of the spectrum
(passive audience). Rather, the audience as performers in a fluent
yet cognitive system, that invites reflection on itself afterwards.


